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 Having loyal customer is the primary objective of any business owner since loyal customers 
purchase on regular basis, create sustainable growth and reduce risk of bankruptcy. During the 
past few years, many people argue that customer loyalty must be established through ethical 
values. In this paper, we present an empirical investigation to detect ethical factors influencing 
customer loyalty. The proposed study determines five criteria including customer repurchase, 
interest in brand, recommending brand to others, positive attitude toward brand and cognitive 
loyalty to brand. These criteria have been ranked using fuzzy analytical network process. The 
study determines 14 different ethical values, which may play essential role on customer loyalty 
and using VIKOR, different ethical values are ranked. The study indicates that welcoming 
customers is the most important factor followed by cheerfulness, on time delivery, being 
informative and having appropriate standards.     
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1. Introduction 

 
Customer loyalty plays essential role on the success of business owners and it is the primary source of 
building successful business models. There are different methods to create loyal customers where 
some are ethical and some are not. Ethical values, on the other hand, are becoming essential 
requirements for having well known business units. Ethical values include various factors including 
welcoming customers, having cheerfulness employees, on time delivery, being informative, etc. and 
there is a growing interest in detecting important factors influencing customer loyalty. There are 
normally various criteria and some of them may be in conflict. Therefore, we need to use multi 
criteria decision making (MCDM) techniques to find influential factors and to rank them, properly. 
Analytical network process (ANP) is one of the most popular MCDM methods for ranking different 
alternatives. The technique is an extension of analytical hierarchy process where inter-relationships 
among various alternatives are also taken into account (Saaty, 1996, 2004; Ware et al., 2012).  
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Yadollahi Farsi et al. (2012) introduced a technique of fuzzy decision making for ranking various 
alternatives by using recent advances in ranking methods for product selection. The proposed study 
applied oral preferences language stated in terms of triangular and trapezoid fuzzy numbers. Then, a 
multi criteria hierarchical decision making is recommended on the basis of fuzzy collection theory for 
product selection where the proposed fuzzy VIKOR implemented various qualitative and quantitative 
criteria. 

2. The proposed method 

Many MCDM methods do not deal with the interdependences among elements and to handle such 
problem, ANP as a new MCDM technique was developed by Saaty (1996). Saaty (1999) has 
demonstrated various types of ANP techniques, such as the Hamburger Model, the Car Purchase 
BCR model, and the National Missile Defense model. The proposed model of this paper recommends 
a modified Feedback System model (Fig. 1) that permits inner dependences within the criteria cluster, 
in which the looped are signifies the inner dependences. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.1. Feedback system model 
 
To compute the relative importance among elements, all decision makers are requested to depend on 
a series of pair-wise comparisons. These pair-wise comparisons are based on the Saaty’s nine-point 
scale 1-9 and to evaluate the weights of elements, the AHP uses the principal eigenvector of 
comparison matrix, whereas the ANP implements the limiting process method of the powers of the 
super-matrix (Sekitani & Takahashi, 2001). When we ask decision maker to express his/her opinions, 
there are normally some uncertainties associated with his/her insights. Therefore, we could use fuzzy 
numbers to handle uncertainty.  
 
Afsharkazemi et al. (2012), for instance, applied Fuzzy ANP in an application of quality function 
deployment (QFD) for ranking different options. They applied fuzzy matrix and house of quality to 
investigate the products development in QFD. Alvandi et al. (2012) proposed an integrated MCDM 
technique for ranking BSC perspectives and key performance indicators (KPIs) applying a hybrid of 
decision making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) and (ANP) techniques.  Fazli and Jafari 
(2012) applied a hybrid of ANP and DEMATEL methods for investment purposes. Serkani et al. 
(2013) used a hybrid of AHP and ANP methods for choosing improvement projects of Iranian 
Excellence Model in healthcare sector. Lin and Tsai (2009) presented an expert selection system to 
choose ideal cities for medical service ventures. They presented an effective technique based on the 
ANP combined with the method for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) to 
assist medical service inventors who looked for assessing proper city.  
 

The proposed model of this paper uses ANP to rank different factors influencing customer loyalty. 
The study performed a brain storming survey and detected 14 important factors influencing customer 
loyalty. In performing pairwise comparison, the study uses triangular numbers to handle any 
uncertainties. Next, we use Fuzzy Vlse Kriterijumska Optimizacija Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) 
to rank various ethical alternatives for improving customer loyalty.  
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VIKOR method was introduced by Opricovic (1997) and Trajkovic et al. (1997) to handle multi 
attribute decision making (MADM) problems. This method concentrates on prioritizing the best 
alternative from a set of alternatives (Opricovic & Tzeng 2004; Tzeng 2004; Opricovic, 2008). 
VIKOR method calculates ratio of positive and negative ideal solutions to propose a compromise 
solution with an advantage rate (Tzeng et al., 2005; Chu et al., 2007).  The procedure of fuzzy 
VIKOR consists of the following steps (Chen & Wang, 2008): 
 
Step 1: Determine feasible alternatives, determine the evaluation criteria, and set up a group of 
decision makers. Let m represent alternatives, k evaluation criteria, and n decision makers. 
 
Step 2: Determine linguistic variables and their corresponding triangular fuzzy numbers. Linguistic 
variables are applied to evaluate the relative importance of the criteria and the rate alternatives with 
respect to different criteria. 
 
Let �� and ��  be two triangular fuzzy numbers (TFN) denoted by the triple (��, ��, ��) and(��, ��, ��), 
respectively the operational laws of these two triangular fuzzy numbers are represented in Table 1 
and Table 2 as follows: 
 
Table 1  
Linguistic terms for the importance weights along with their relative importance 
Very low(VL) Low (L) Medium low (ML) Medium (M) Medium high (MH) High (H) Very high (VH) 
(0, 0, 0.1) (0, 0.1, .3) (0.1, 0.3, 0,5) (0.3, 0.5, 0.7) (0.5, 0.7, 0.9) (0.7, 0.9, 1) (0.9, 1, 1) 

 
Table 2  
Linguistic terms for the importance rating along with their relative importance 
Very bad(VB) Bad (B) Medium bad (MB) Medium (M) Medium good (MG) Good (G) Very good (VG) 
(0, 0, 1) (0, 1, 3) (1, 3, 5) (3, 5, 7) (5, 7, 9) (7, 9, 10) (9, 10, 10) 

 
Step 3: Integrate decision makers' preferences and insights. The decision is extracted by aggregating 
the fuzzy weight of criteria and fuzzy rating of alternatives from n decision-maker calculated as 
follows, 
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Step 4: Compute fuzzy weighted average and construct the normalized fuzzy decision matrix: 
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where ��� is the relative rating of alternative �� with respect to criterion	��, and �� is the relative 

importance of the thj  criterion. This study, therefore, uses two linguistic variables ��� and �� as 

triangular fuzzy numbers.  

 

Step 5: Determine the fuzzy best value (FBV) and fuzzy worst value 
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Step 6: Calculate the values: 
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where ��� and ��� denote the utility as well as the regret measure, respectively, and �� is the weight of 

the thj  criterion.  

Step 7: Calculate the values of	�� ∗;���;��∗;���;���: 
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Here, ��∗ represents the minimum value of ���, which is the maximum majority rule or maximum 
group utility, and ��∗ is the minimum value of ���, which is the minimum individual regret of the 
opponent. Thus, the index ��� is computed and is based on the consideration of both the group utility 
and individual regret of the opponent. In addition, ν here means the weight of the strategy of the 
maximum group utility (Wu et al., 2009). For more details of the implementation of this method, 
interested readers are referred to Yadollahi Farsi et al. (2012). 

 
3. The results 
 
In this section, we present details of our survey on measuring the relative importance of each criteria 
based on the implementation of FANP and VIKOR. We first present details of ranking four major 
criteria in Table 3 as follows, 
 
Table 3 
The summary of ranking five main criteria using FANP 

Weight Item 
(0.24, 0.61, 0.95)  Customer repurchase 
(0.48, 0.72, 0.97)  Interest in brand  
(0.16, 0.29, 0.49)  Recommend to others  
(0.24, 0.68, 0.37)  Positive attitude towards brand 
(0.16, 0.22, 0.30) Cognitive loyalty to brand 

 
As we can observe from the results of Table 3, interest in brand is the most important factor followed 
by customer repurchase, recommend to others, positive attitude towards brand and cognitive loyalty 
to brand. Next, we present details of the implementation of VIKOR method for ranking different 
ethical alternatives in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
The summary of VIKOR method 
Row  Alternative S R Q Q 

1 Standard (.42,1.33,3.93) (.08,.17,.65) (.44,.65,.82) 0.64 
2 Acceptance of (.48,1.47,4.23) (.094,.19,.67) (.10,.38,.87) 0.41 
3 On time delivery  (.49,1.46,4.10) (.11,.22,.58) (.44,.69,.79) 0.66 
4 Cheerfulness  (.39,1.49,4.22) (.12,.23,.80) (.45,.76,.96) 0.74 
5 Patience with 

customer 
(.54,1.64,4.51) (.09,.20,.65) (.29,.40,.89) 0.46 

6 Empathy (.38,1.72,3.23) (.05,.17,.34) (.33,.69,.72) 0.63 
7 Made promises (.41,1.13,4.69) (.08,.10,.37) (.05,.18,.44) 0.2 
8 Facilitating (.22,1.09,3.90) (.12,.23,.38) (.14,.29,.39) 0.28 
9 Welcoming (.88,1.92,4.78) (.32,.53,.90) (.68,.86,.98) 0.85 

10 Fraud (.45,1.67,3.54) (.09,.27,.66) (.19,.34,.69) 0.373 
11 Hazard (.49,1.76,4.93) (.18,.25,.88) (.24,.55,.72) 0.52 
12 Feeling 

generosity  
(.58,1.77,4.33) (.09,.18,.62) (.11,.33,.80) 0.378 

13 Honesty (.29,1.06,3.19) (.12,.32,.68) (.10,.23,.44) 0.24 
14 Being informative (.24,1.09,4.12) (.15,.23,.56) (.41,.66,.87) 0.65 

 
According to Table 4, welcoming customer is the most influential factor as an ethical method for 
attracting customers. In fact, when customers are welcomed, properly, they may feel more 
comfortable for making an appropriate purchase decision. Having cheerful employees is the second 
important factor for ethically attracting customer and having loyal customers. On time delivery is the 
third important factor for ethically attracting customers. People normally expect to receive their 
orders on timely manner. Being informative is the next important option in our survey, which means 
customer expect business owners to provide complete information on products and services. Standard 
and having empathy towards customers are also important criteria for attracting potential customers.  
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have presented a multi-criteria decision making techniques for ranking different 
factors influencing customer loyalty as well as ethical factors for loyal customer retention. The 
implementation of the proposed method used fuzzy numbers to handle any uncertainty on numbers 
and we believe this creates an advantage to reach reliable responses. In addition, the proposed study 
used fuzzy VIKOR to rank 14 ethical factors that could attract customers.   
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